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USEFUL HINTS.
Ail dark colour pigments, being but slightly basi li their

nature, require more oil in their preparation than light ceonos.
It is noticed in picture and portrait paintings that the cracks in
the paint are far more numerous in the dark colours (not blacks)
than in the white or light colours.

PAINT FOR IRONWRK.-Professor J. Spennrath gives in the
Deutsches Bauzeitung an account of some interesting researches
which he bas made relative to the value of paints for ironwork.
As one result of these, the professor concludes that none of the
metallic oxides commonly used combine chemically with linseed
oil. The drying process depends exclusively on an absorption of
oxygen in a purely mechanical way. The value of the different
pigments used varies. Thus zinc white, when used for outside
work, rapidly swells to double its previous volume, owing to the
absorption of carbonic acid gas and water. Sutphuretted hydro-
gen will cause red or white lead to act in a similar way, but, when
pure, Professor Spennrath considers these two latter pigments
satisfactory. Carbon paints are very stable, as is heavy spar,
but the covering power of the latter is smalL. In order to test the
relative durability of various paints, sheets of zinc were coated

with a number of different kinds. The zinc was then dissolved
away by acid, leaving a film of paint. All these films, it was
found, could be destroyed by the action of dilute nitric or hydro-
chloric acids, while the vapours of sulphuric and acetic acids acted
similarly. Alkaline fluids and gases also destroyed the paints
rapidy. Pure water was found to be more injurious than salt
water, and hence the destructive action of sea water is to be
attributed mainly t» the mechanical effects of wash. Hot water
was found to act more rapidly than cold. The most important
discovery made was, however, the great influence of temperature.
Films, similar to those already described, completely lost their
elasticity and became brittle when exposed to a temperature of
203 degrees Fahrenheit. There was, at the same time, a large
contraction.

Mr. W. A. Sylvester, of Boston, Mass., bas published under the
title " Modern Carpentry and Building, " a revised edition of his
" Carpenter's Companion." It treats of framing and stair build-
ing, builders' estimates, sizes, weights and strength of materials,
house planning, etc. We are indebted to Messrs. Danirell & Up-
hamt, 283 Washington street, Boston, for a copy of the work.
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ALL Steam Users should see the
e , , NEW MICA BOILER and PIPE

COVERING. It is FLEXIBLE, DuR-
ABLE and a MAGNIFICENT NON-CON-

i DUCTOR OF HEAT.

le
Tested by Mechanical Experts of the Cana

dian Pacific Ry. Co., Grand Trunk Ry. Co,Michigan Central Ry. Co., Boiler Inspection
and Insurance Co., and proved to be the

BEST OF ALL NON-CONDUCTORS

Ful Particulars, Reports of Trials, Prices, Testimoniais, &c., from

ica Ioiler Goverlrig Go., Ltd.
= 9 Jordan Street, TORONTO, ONTARIO

BOOTH'S
PATENT

HE hardness, brilliancy and durability
of Nickel makes it peculiarly adaptable 4
for the purpose, and will, we are sure,
commend this innovation as a further

advance in the sanitary and artistic economy
of the bath room, the more especially on
account of the very low price at which we
have placed it.

We are now prepared to supply
our Steel-Clad Baths with Nickel
Plated Lnings at an advance on

the list of $1,50,

The Toronto Steel-Clad Bath
and Metal Co., Ltd.

125427 Queen St. E., Toronto.

Please mention the CANADIAN ARCHITECT AND BUILDER when corresponding wlth Advertleers
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